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络废人) SpeakingPART 1 JOB>>Are you working or

studying?>>Can you describe your daily work?>>Are you satisfied

with your current job?>>Do you want to change your job?>>What

do you think of your future job? SHOPPING>>What places do you

often go shopping?>>What things do you often buy?

HOUSEWORK>>Who do major housework in your family?>>Do

you do housework in your home? What housework do you like to

do?>>What are the changes of status of family members in Chinese

families?>>What kind of housework do you think it is the most

important?>>What benefits can we get from the improvement of

technology? FOOD>>What foods do you like or dislike?>>What

food can you cook?>>What are the differences between having

meals at home and going to restaurant?>>What is your favorite

restaurant? Why? INDUSTRY>>Can you outline the industries in

China?>>What is major industry of China?>>What technologies is

China lack of? ANIMAL>>Do Chinese like or dislike animal?

Why?>>How to preserve the animals?>>What animals can people

see in China?>>What is the most famous animal in China?>>What

is the role of animal in China? What should animal be use as? SPARE

TIME>>What do people do in their spare time? What do you like to

do?>>Do you think spare time is important to you? Why?

MOVIE>>Do you like watching films?>>What kind of movies do



like?>>What are the difference between watching films on TV and

going to cinema?>>Do you like to see a film alone or with your

friends? Why?>>How do think of the future of movie?

TRANSPORT>>Whats your favorite transport?>>What are

advantages and disadvantages of the different transports?>>Do

transports cause pollution?>>How to improve the traffic of cities?

CHILDHOOD>>Can you describe your childhood

briefly?>>Where do you play? Play what?>>What is the most

memorable thing in your childhood?>>What is your favorite story

in your childhood? HOMETOWN*>>Where is your hometown?

What do you like/dislike your hometown? HOBBY*>>Whats your

hobby? Why? HOLIDAY*>>What kinds of legal holidays are there

in China?>>How do you arrange your holidays?>>What activities

do you do to relax in your spare time? FESTIVAL*>>Which festival

is important for the Chinese people?>>How do Chinese celebrate

the festivals? FAMILY**>>What do you think of the increase of

divorce rate and single-parent household?PART 2 gt 100Test 下载
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